
· Knots

· Links

· Spanning Surfaces



Knot in M3:

KM:connected I-dine.

submanifold
e

· embedded

· 2K =0

Aknotis an embedding
S'> M3

Remark:

Manifolds to homeomorphisms
Knots as isotopy



iso-opy:
continuous

distortion deformation

ambientisotopy of K, to Ke

F:Mx [0.1] < M St.

①F is continuous

28 Fo(K) =K. (actuallyF =id)

③ F, (K.) =Ke

④Fr:M-M homeo. F+G [0,1]

Notation:F:Mx93- M

*x Mx513

-

&Mx303



Defe:Two knots K, and Ke

are isotopic if

I4 =

S-S homeo.

St. 4 (K) =K2



Diagrams:
How to express knots in IRYs

project K outo 1RY in IR353

"good projection"

0
↓
remember crossing info

⑲



& trefoil

Q:G =(
isotopic

?



Reidemeister Moves:

D > 3/

twist untwist

2 33
unpoke poke

·I



=x

(D

&

⑧-e



Remark:
umknot

&topic
Need KnotInvariants.

Why study Knots?

Easy to state questions
about

knots thatare really hard to answer.

2 Use knots to construct

3 and 4-mans.



Spanning Surfaces SeifertSurfaces

Spanning surface of a Kno- K:

Asurface whose boundary is K.

Seifert Algorithm
①Start with a projection of K.

2 Give itan orientation

3 Eliminate the crossings:

·Ateach crossing
two strands come in

and two come out

· Connecteach of the strands

coming
into the crossing to the adjacent

strand leaving the crossing.



A

-

7
-> ↳
↳

V
V

&Fill in the circles.

Ceach circle will bound a disk

5Color the disks

⑥ Connectthe disks to one another,

atthe crossings of the knots,

by twisted bands.



EX:

③

·
3
- Of. >-> ↳

V
3



④5

③I
↓

·↳
This is a compact orientable

spanning surface for K.



#bands =3

# disks =2

#bdry components- 2

=>x(s) =2- 3
+1 =0

=>g
=1

may not
be the genus

of the link/knot.



Defi

g(t) =minggenus of S:

S is a Seifert surface for L

Remarks:

① SeifertAlgorithim

may
or may

NOT produce

minimal genus (max
X) surface.

So, finding the minimal genus
can be difficult.



&Minimal SeifertSurface
is NOT Unique.

i.e. a given knot may
have

two differentSeifertsurfaces

of leastgenus.

3g(k,#2)=g(k)
+g(k)



Remarks

O These surfaces may
or may

NOT

be orientable.

Exercise.
2 Asurface S

is

non-orientable E) MBCS



Example:-/
-11

unknot bounds a disk,

disk spanning surface for
the unknot.

Conly knotwith thispropertyup to isotopy)



Remarks:

①

is also

⑧ a spanning surface

for trefoil knot

but a wird one.

Usefull to consider "minimal"

spanning surfaces.

i.e. max X.



- - ->a

x =2 x =0 x = -2

C

&We don'twantto consider

spanning surfaces with

closed components

3 Sometimes wantto restrict

to orientable surfaces.



EX:Figure 8 knot41

E
9:which of these orientable?

r ~- -
*-

8 -EI
NEITHER



Links:

1> M3
embedding

Embeding of ES'
oR

I-dim. Submanifold of NP

with no boundary.



Examples:

① Hopf Link:

⑧
2 -components

⑧⑳
2-components



·

(i) a-components

④

(e)
not

I-component (nota link)



Remark:
- Diagrams make

sense.

- Seifert Algorithm

Q:Whatis different?

I Links can bound disconnected surfaces.

Ill Illi E
x =2

X=0

2 even restrictto orientable surfaces

"minimal genus"
max X (don'tallow closed components)



Ki
- *
-⑪⑰

/

K2 k3

L =k,UK2UK3

Q:What
isthe maxX spanning surface

this link could have?

Any 3-componentlink?

Il 11

III



&OrI
as oriented links

4

~

⑰
Remark:
notisotopic to the previous two.



Linking Number

"
M(K,k2) =# K,4 Fe

oriented
count

Linking number between two components

of an oriented) link, say K,
and Kas

is an oriented countof intersections

between K, and F2



X

I
&humb of W

my righthand

-I
- I

(k(k,k2): =*(
+1) +*(- 1)

2

Remark:1k doesn'tdepend on

the choice of the SeifertSurface.

119CK, K2) =feted i R Ka
count



Examples:

k,·"2
7

7"3 ~v 1k(k,k2) =2 =1

t

K, K2

=>0,8 *3



K,
↳

⑳
1k(K,k2) ==2

i
=>(k(k,k2) =1 = -2



Facts aboutlinking number

① Invariantof oriented links

&Symmetric:
(k(K,k2) =1k(k2,K.)



Alternating Knots

Aknot with a projection
thathas crossing that

alternates

between over and under

Example

⑱
alternating notalternating



Q:How can I describe an infinite

familyof knots?

-

-
k =

↑
x RH (Right-Handed)

- LH (Left Handed)



Examples:

1 T(2,20+ 1) torus knots

2n + 1

⑧
2
- (2,2n) 2- componentlink

2n

⑧



Ex:T(2,3)=?

z

⑧-
trefoil

->⑧ knot

31



3 Pretzel Links

D

%
·

946

-

p(3, -3,3)



3-strand Pretzel Link P(p,9,)

-M
P 9 ↑

W
↳ -strand Pretzel Links P(p, 9, r,s)

-M
P 9 ↑

un
W


